The screening of data sets for "positive data objects" is essential to modern technology. A (group) test that indicates whether or not a positive data object is in a specific subset or pool of the data set can greatly facilitate the identification of all the positive data objects. A collection of tested pools is called a pooling design. Pooling designs are standard experimental tools in many biotechnical applications. In this paper, we use the (linear) subspace relation coupled with general concept of a "containment matrix" to construct pooling designs with surprisingly high degrees of error-correction (detection.) Errorcorrecting pooling designs are important to biotechnical applications where error rates often are as high as 15%. What is also surprising is that the rank of the pooling design containment matrix is independent of the number of positive data objects in the data set.
Introduction
The screening of biological sets of objects, e.g., blood samples, cells, clones, macromolecules, is an essential but often laborious aspect of modern biotechnology. In a few instances, the screening of large libraries, e.g., peptide, cDNA, monoclonal antibody, for a relatively few number of positive objects has become a routine experimental procedure. See [2] . Similar approaches have also been proposed for contig sequencing [8] , determination of exon boundaries in eukaryotic genes [17] , detecting gene complex [18] , micro-array quality control [3] and disease gene mapping [7] .
Whenever the objective is to find "needles in a haystack" a test indicating whether at least one needle is in a specific part of the haystack can greatly facilitate the isolation of the "needles". Such tests are called binary group tests and the general mathematical method behind the identification of the "needles" using such tests is called group testing [6] . If we have a finite ground set or population containing elements that can be uniquely characterized as positive or negative, we refer to the collection of positive elements as the positive subset P . In the abstract group testing problem, P must be identified by performing 0, 1 tests on subsets of the population.
One applied aim is to consider screening situations where we have a biological set of objects containing a relatively small number data points (e.g., clones) which have a measurable attribute or function that can characterize them as "positive". This subcollection is initially unknown to the experimenter and it is the object of the search. A group of biological objects taken from a larger set of objects is called a pool. A pool assay is a 0, 1 test to determine if at least one member of the pool is positive. The practical goal here is to determine a large portion of P from the pool assays. The collection of pools taken from a biological set of objects is called a pooling design.
The following comes from [2] . semi-lattice where the elements can be ranked. Again, label the columns by a subset of the rank k elements and label the rows by all rank d elements,
Ngo and Du [16] further extended the construction to some geometric structures like simplicial complexes, and some graph properties like matchings. It is safe to say the "containment matrix" method has opened a new door for constructing d-disjunct matrices from many mathematical structures. However, the basic result in all these constructions is invariably that, to obtain a d-disjunct matrix, use all rank d elements for rows.
One practical problem with this type of construction is that a large n forces d to be large. Then the number of tests could be too large as there are too many rank d elements. This led Macula [15] to propose using the rank 2 elements for rows, regardless of the real d. He showed that while there is no guarantee to identify all positive clones, the probability of success is still satisfactory when d does not deviate too much from 2. Ngo and Du made a similar comment.
In this paper, we show that the containment matrix which use rank r of elements for rows has the degree d of disjunctness, where r can be much less than d. In fact r can be any number from 1 to k − 1 (k is the lever for columns), while d ≤ q r for some constant q. This is the first happy surprise.
Since we can choose r = 1, we also have better control on the number of tests.
The error-correcting capability
Biological experiments are notorious for producing erroneous outcomes. Therefore it would be wise for pooling designs to allow some outcomes to be affected by errors. Macula [14] proposed the notion of d In [10] it was misclaimed that a d e -disjunct matrix can correct e errors.
The argument was that if we try all subsets E of up to e elements as the candidate set of errors and adjust the outcome set V to V ∪ E, then when E is the true error set, a positive clone C must be contained in V ∪ E. On the other hand, a negative clone C has at least e + 1 1-entries not covered by the set of up to d positive clones, i.e., C has at least e + 1 negative outcomes.
At most e of them can be converted to positive by errors, thus at least one negative outcome is not covered by V. The problem of this argument is that we need to show that C has at least one negative outcome not covered by
The following is a counterexample. 
Proof. For a positive clone C the argument is as before that there exists a candidate set E such that C ⊆ V ∪ E.
A negative clone C has at least 2e + 1 1-entries not covered by the set D of up to d positive clones, hence at least 2e + 1 negative outcomes. e of them may be converted to positive by errors and another e of them by E, but at least one negative outcome is not covered by V ∪ E.
For the reason that a d
e -disjunct matrix is not really e-correcting, and for each i = 1, 2. Then
Proof. These are trivial by using the d z -disjunct property. 
Not many constructions of d
z -disjunct matrices have been known. Macula [14] , and also see [10] , gave a construction for d M (m, k, r) was first studied in [19] from a linear algebra point of view and in [16] from a pooling design point of view. M (m, k, r) is easily checked to be a ranked atomic semi-lattice, thus the matrix is r-disjunct, hence [9] 
Note that the construction still requires the row rank r being at least as large as the upper bound d of the number of positive clones. We now show that r can be much less than d. First, we give a lemma.
To obtain the maximum elements
we may assume that each C i intersects C at a (k − 1)-space. Then each
However, the coverage of each pair of C i and C j overlaps at a (k − 2)-space. Therefore only C 1 covers the
The following corollary shows the above z is optimal.
Corollary 4.5. Suppose k − r ≥ 2 and suppose 
We choose d distinct ones among them, say . Hence 
